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Take A
Deep Breath

Then, Mrs. Knoodle said, "Open your eyes!"
and, like magic, W e W ere back in our
classroom. I t W as time to say the
" Recycling Pledge."

Then, Mrs. Knoodle told us
to get ready to sing and dance.
We W ere going to learn another
amazing song. I got out my
saxophone for this one.

"Class, repeat after me,” said
Mrs. Knoodle.

“OK Class. Open your eyes. We’re
back in our classroom! Let’s grow new
trees. Many rainforest are restored
by planting new trees. But remember,
more than 20% (percent) of the Amazon
rainforest is already gone-that’s just
one rainforest. Fewer rainforests mean
less rain and less oxygen for us to
breathe.” said Mrs. McKnoodle.

“I promise to recycle once a day.
Before I throw away, I’ll check to see
if it can be recycled. If not, I’ll
find another use. It feels good to help
our big home - our planet Earth.
Spread the word.”
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To all amazing kids around the orld:

This bo o
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k belongs to:

My name is
Mrs. Knoodle
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Please come j oi n my big, gre
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t eacher's
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Your City an d State

(pronounced Ka-noodle)

Jungle Rock Song

"S av i ng O u r R ai nforests: Ta ke a

Your Age

For more information
My Big
“I’m on
your
big,Green Teacher,
visit www.biggreenteacher.com

OK Everybody... repeat after me... uga,
uga, uga, uga. Now take a deep breath
and get ready to sing the Jungle Rock
song... and 1, and 2, and 3...

Deep Breath." We're goi ng on an
De

green teacher.”
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Today’s Lesson:
Saving Our Rainforests

The fierce and ferocious tiger waited at the forest floor,
Up at the top perched a bright and mighty bird,
Along came the rain and washed away the seeds,
And the hungry bugs at the bottom ate them right away.
(Sung to the tune of
The Itsy Bitsy Spider)
Sabrina
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In the canopy there is sunlight, wind, rain,Printed
andonvariations
in temperature.Atlanta
Flowers
and fruits are found here, as are the animals that eat them. Many insects, treefrogs, etc., live here. A few trees are even taller, and stick up beyond the canopy - this is called the "emergent layer". You can learn about rainforest trees and visit the canopy.
recycled paper
The understory is the area between the canopy and the forest floor. Here 2006
the air is still, the humidity high, and the heat constant. Above the small plants of the forest floor, the birds 1and butterflies make this their domain, although they may venture up or down. You can visit the understory.
The forest floor is where many insects live. Many seeds fall to the forest floor. Here you will then also find the animals that eat seeds and bugs! There is much variability in the forest floor - in some areas it floods periodically, in some areas it is very fertile, in others it is not.Visit the forest floor.

“Holá Niños! I’m Tom.
Reporting to class and
oh oh.. I see ‘rainforest’ on
the board. I believe I
forgot my umbrella?”
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More
20 percent of the Amazon rainforest is already gone, and much more is ... Fewer rainforests mean less rain, less oxygen for us to breathe
1. One and onend
lost every seco

Mrs. Knoodle began our class by saying:

“Class, our friends Little Bug and Pedro the
Parrot, will join us today. Pedro is from the
Amazon Rainforest and he will help us learn
about one of our planet’s rainforests. Now,
close your eyes and hop on board my magic
red skirt. We’re going to fly to the
Amazon Rainforest!”
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“Hola. Pedro the Parrot
reporting to class and
uh oh... I brought my books
but not my umbrella!
I wlll have to make do
with a big leaf.”

“Now class, this is important. When
you plant a tree, it helps the air we
breathe by absorbing carbon dioxide.
Many rainforests are saved by planting
new trees,” said Mrs. Knoodle.

Rainforest Facts:
Amazon Rainforest Facts
:
1. The canopy is the roof of the rainforest

4.
5.

and is formed by the tops of the trees.
Some trees grow 80-150 feet tall!
The trees of the rainforest recycle
carbon dioxide into oxygen, which we breathe.
The Amazon Rainforest is described as
the "Lungs of our Planet."
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Then, Mrs. Knoodle sho Wed us ho W to gro W
our o Wn trees from seeds. The Whole class
gre W their o Wn saplings which are baby trees.
We gave them a lot of Water, a lot of sun and
a lot of love everyday. Then one day, When they
W ere big enough, W e planted them around
our schoolyard. We felt good kno Wing that our
trees Will help people breathe.

half acre
1. One and onend
lost every seco

insects live in the tropical
rainforests
3. 121 types of medicine come
from its’ plants
4. At least 80% of the world's
diet
originated in the tropical rainfores
t.
5. One-fifth (1/5) of the world's
fresh water
is in the Amazon Basin.
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“Mrs. Knoddle let me
sit in front today because
I’m helping teach this lesson!
That makes me
pretty amazing.”

Ferdie

Shabbir
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“There are 1500 species
of birds in the rainforest!
That’s muchos cousins.”

T hen, the next thi ng e
heard as M rs. Kn oodle s ay i ng...
“Class, be sure to keep together. We’re
in the thick of a hot, tropical rainforest
that is full of animals, plants and
even human life. Observe the canopy
of trees above us. I think I hear
thunder. Time to get out your umbrellas.”

“Adios amigos”

Thanks everyone for joining

our "Saving the Rainforest"
d
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class. Remember everytime
you take a deep breath to
thank our amazing rainforests.
rainforests .
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